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High performing, award winning, sales manager with over 13 years of diversified and
progressive experience in the automotive retailing industry. Proven expertise in 
growing business through customer engagement and establishing mutually 
beneficial terms. Outstanding analytical skills. Strong business-savvy. Proficient in 
managing multiple projects concurrently. Team player and leader. Experience working
effectively with multiple stakeholders to exceed goals.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Internet Sales
Keenan Honda - NOVEMBER 2002 – 2020

 Delivered outstanding customer service and provide consumers with 
an overall .

 Took photographs of each car and wrote down brief descriptions of 
features and packages car was equipped with.

 If any issues brought them to attention to general manager.
 Made sure service mechanics didnt need anything.
 Made sure to order them from best price giver auto parts place.
 Provided detailing service area with jobs on cars that needed to be 

detailed.
 Tracked of parts expense in special software provided.

Internet Sales 
Delta Corporation - 1999 – 2002

 Windows-based computer programs Maintained customer files Client 
relations Customer service Light errands.

 Follow up on leads, call and email leads, communicate with customers
and answer their questions, schedule appointments.

 Answer incoming calls from customers interested in vehicles shown 
on our website.

 Provide accurate information regarding the vehicle, gather contact 
information from customer, create account and assign salesperson, 
transfer .

 If just inquiring, answer their questions, if ready to buy, immediately 
assign salesperson, and set appointment for a test drive.

 Reason for looking for different employment Though I have loved my 
job with Jerrys Chevrolet, due to recent management changes, I have 
become .

 Automobile sales.
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Science - 1980(Rochester Institute of Technology - 
Rochester, NY)

SKILLS

HVAC, Mixed Commercial And Residential Construction, Maintenance .
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